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The effect of the double-layer on the reduction of [Co(NH3)6]3+ cation has been studied at four different
single-crystal gold substrates, namely, Au(111), Au(100), Au(110), and Au(210), and at various concentrations
of perchloric acid. The values of the experimental transfer coefficient (Rex) are much larger than 1.0 at all
gold surfaces and decrease with increasing concentration of the supporting electrolyte. The value ofRex also
depends on the crystallographic orientation of the gold substrate and increases in the following order: Au(111)
< Au(100) < Au(110) < Au(210), consistent with a decreasing reduction rate from Au(111) to Au(210) at
constant electrode potential. The experimental transfer coefficients are rationalized on the basis of the classical
theory of the double-layer with consideration of reactants and products in estimation of the diffuse-layer
potential. The charge on the reactant transported through the double-layer is 2+. Corrected Tafel plots yield
an apparent transfer coefficientRa equal to 1.1( 0.1 for all analyzed substrates. Corrected rate constants for
double-layer effects indicate that the reduction of [Co(NH3)6]3+ ion depends on the crystallographic orientation
of the gold substrate only through the differences in the potential of zero charge. This behavior confirms that
the role of the metal is that expected for an adiabatic outer-sphere electron-transfer process.

Introduction

In recent years there has been considerable interest in
fundamental studies of electron-transfer kinetics at well-defined
solid metal electrodes. However, if one excludes studies of the
reaction kinetics at chemically modified single-crystal electrodes,
only a few experimental papers were published exploring the
role of crystallographic orientation on electron-transfer kinetics
in aqueous solutions.1-11 This is partly due to the presence of
reconstruction phenomena,9 which constitute limitations at the
experimental level, and also due to the lack of simple model
systems with uncomplicated electrochemical and solution
equilibria.

It is generally believed that, at least for simple outer-sphere
adiabatic electron-transfer processes where the reactant does not
penetrate the compact layer of water in the inner layer at the
metal/electrolyte interface, the chemical nature of the electrode
has no direct influence on the electron-transfer barrier. The only
observable effect comes from the variations in the electrostatic
work terms, that is, from double-layer effects. This statement
directly suggests that different crystallographic orientations of
chemically identical electrodes, such as used in the present work,
should influence electron-transfer rates of adiabatic processes
only through the differences in the electrostatic work terms,
demonstrated by different potentials of zero charge (Ez).

Hamelin and Weaver3 studied the one-electron reduction of
[Co(NH3)6]3+, [Co(NH3)5F]2+, and [Co(NH3)5OSO3]+ in acidi-
fied 0.1 M NaClO4 electrolyte at Au(111), Au(100), and
Au(110) electrodes. These reactants are anticipated to reduce
via outer-sphere pathways, but with very different double-layer
effects due to the differences in ionic charge. The experimental
(double-layer uncorrected) rate constants for [Co(NH3)6]3+ and
[Co(NH3)5F]2+ ions were found to decrease in the order Au(111)
> Au(100)> Au(110) at a constant potential of+0.1V against
the SCE, whereas an opposite trend was found for [Co(NH3)5-

OSO3]+ at +0.3 V against the SCE. The double-layer corrected
reaction rates at Au(111) were much higher than at mercury
and the authors concluded that the reaction site at gold is closer
to the metal than in the case of mercury.

Later, Hamelin and Weaver4 studied the dependence of proton
reduction kinetics on the crystallographic orientation of gold
electrodes. The experimental rate constants increased in the
sequence Au(111)< Au(100)< Au(332)< Au(110)< Au(311)
< Au(210) at constant electrode potential. This trend was still
present after correction for the double-layer contribution. Brug
et al.5 found the same trend in the experimental rate constants,
but after correction for the double-layer contribution, the kinetics
was only weakly dependent on the crystallographic orientation.
Recently, the subject of the effect of crystallographic orientation
of gold on the proton reduction was revisited by Perez et al.6

These authors observed a completely opposite trend in the
experimental rate constants. The hydrogen evolution occurred
at the most positive potentials on Au(111) and the reduction
rate increased in the order Au(110)< Au(100) < Au(111) at
constant electrode potential. The kinetic data in all these cases
were collected in solutions of high ionic strength between 0.1
and 1 M.

Fedorovich et al.7 discussed the reduction of peroxodisulfate
anion at Ag(111), Ag(100), and Bi(111) single-crystals. Cor-
rected Tafel plots overlaped for all three single-crystals,
demonstrating that change in the metal substrate only affected
the potential drop across the diffuse layer. Samec et al.8 found
that the reduction of peroxodisulfate on gold electrodes can
proceed via two pathways, but in the case of the direct pathway
(no S2O8

2- adsorption) they also did not observe any differences
between the electron-transfer kinetics on the Au(111) and
Au(110) electrodes after proper correction for the double-layer
effects.

Fawcett et al.9 recently found marked differences in the
reduction kinetics of [Co(NH3)6]3+ and [Fe(H2O)6]3+ ions at
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reconstructed and unreconstructed Au(100) electrodes. The
observed effects were attributed to changes in the potential of
zero charge during cycling of the electrode due to reconstruction
phenomena. A more qualitative study of the double-layer effects
on the reduction kinetics of [Fe(H2O)6]3+ ions at Au(111),
Au(100), and Au(110) was also published.10 Samec11 recently
reported no significant changes in the kinetics of [Fe(H2O)6]3+

reduction at Au(110) at different concentrations of supporting
electrolyte. This behavior was attributed to the reaction site being
located further from the electrode in a part of the diffuse layer
where the double-layer effects are no longer significant.

It is evident from the literature that studies of the double-
layer effects on the electron-transfer kinetics at single-crystal
electrodes are important in assessing the role of the metal on
electron-transfer. Many experimental studies conducted to date
have minimized the effect of the double-layer by using high
concentrations of the supporting electrolyte.

In the present paper, a study of the effect of the electric
double-layer on the reduction of [Co(NH3)6]3+ ion at different
crystallographic orientations of superpurity gold is presented.
The [Co(NH3)6]3+ ion was chosen for its simple reduction
behavior and uncomplicated one-electronadiabatic outer-sphere
electron-transfer.12,33,34 The single-crystal faces of gold were
selected to achieve a large difference in the values ofEz. The
previous work of Hamelin and Weaver3 has been extended with
quantitative estimation of the double-layer effects.

Experimental Section

A conventional three-electrode jacketed glass cell was used
for all experiments. The working electrodes were single-crystal
gold cylinders purchased from Metal Crystals and Oxides Ltd.,
Cambridge, UK. The electrode surface preparation consisted
of polishing the rods with different sizes of alumina powder on
a polishing wheel, flame annealing, and electropolishing in
perchloric acid solution. The single-crystal made contact with
the solution in the cell employing a hanging meniscus technique.
The cleanliness of the solution and the quality of the electrode
surface were verified by cyclic voltammetry. A calomel refer-
ence electrode filled with 0.05 M KCl solution (CE0.05) and a
gold counter electrode completed the three-electrode setup. The
reference electrode was connected to the cell through a long
(15 cm) Luggin capillary filled with the same HClO4 solution
as in the main cell compartment. This choice minimized possible
contamination of the solution by chloride anions. The experi-
ments were conducted at a constant temperature of 25°C under
an argon atmosphere.

All solutions were prepared with Nanopure water of maxi-
mum resistivity 18 MΩ/cm (Barnstead). Glassware was cleaned
in boiling 50% nitric acid and washed with Nanopure water
before each set of experiments. Perchloric acid (Acros Organics),
sodium perchlorate (Fisher Scientific), [Co(NH3)6]Cl3, and [Ru-
(NH3)6]Cl3 (both Aldrich) were of the best quality available from
the manufacturers. The reactants [Co(NH3)6](ClO4)3 and [Ru-
(NH3)6](ClO4)3 were prepared from the corresponding chlorides
by precipitation with saturated sodium perchlorate and recrys-
tallization from water.

Cyclic voltammograms (CVs) were obtained by using a
Princeton Applied Research/PAR 173 potentiostat with a PAR
175 universal programmer employing positive feedbackiR
compensation. Data were collected in digitized form by using
a PowerLab/4s four-channel analyzer (AD Instruments) con-
nected to a personal computer or, more conventionally, with a
Kipp & Zonen BD 91 X-Y recorder.

The irreversible one-electron reduction kinetics of [Co-
(NH3)6]3+ ion at three different concentrations of perchloric acid
was studied by cyclic voltammetry at a scan rate of 20 mV s-1.
Double-layer capacitance data were obtained by the same
technique atV ) 50, 100, and 200 mV s-1 from CVs in the
range-0.5 and+0.5 V against the CE0.05. Continuous cycling
between-0.35 and+1.25 V against the CE0.05 was adopted in
both the presence and absence of the Co(III) species atV ) 20
mV s-1. The cycling procedure led to greater reproducibility
of the kinetic data and ensured that the observations were
predominantly conducted on unreconstructed (1× 1) gold
surfaces.

The reversibility of [Ru(NH3)6](ClO4)3 redox kinetics (CVs
of 5 × 10-4 M solutions,Do ) 5.52× 10-6 cm2 s-1 at 25°C,
taken from Iwasita et al.13) was used to find the effective surface
area of the electrodes. This reaction also provided some idea
about any liquid junction potential shifts due to the different
concentrations of perchloric acid used. The effective surface
areas of the gold electrodes were 0.081( 0.001 cm2 Au(111),
0.099( 0.002 cm2 Au(100), 0.097( 0.003 cm2 Au(110), and
0.103( 0.004 cm2 Au(210), respectively. The liquid junction
contributions were calculated by using the Henderson equation.14

Data in Figures 1-3 were not corrected for liquid junction and
are shown as measured. In all subsequent figures the potential
scale is corrected for the liquid junction potential.

Results

Figure 1 shows cyclic voltammograms obtained for a solution
of 5 × 10-4 M [Co(NH3)6](ClO4)3 in 0.0093 M HClO4 at four
single-crystals of gold Au(111), Au(100), Au(110), and Au(210)
under the same experimental conditions. The curves are shifted
vertically for better visualization. The arrows indicate the
positions of the potential of zero charge (Ez), measured in 0.0093

Figure 1. Cyclic voltammograms for the reduction of 5× 10-4 M
[Co(NH3)6]3+ ion in 0.0093 M HClO4 at four single-crystal gold
electrodes: Au(210); Au(110) shifted downward by-10 µA; Au(100)
shifted downward by-18 µA; and Au(111) shifted downward by-26
µA for better visualization. The electrode potential was scanned
continuously in the range from-0.35 to+1.25 V vs CE0.05 at a rate
20 mV s-1, t ) 25 °C. Arrows indicate the position of the potential of
zero charge.
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M HClO4 electrolyte under the same conditions. TheseEz values,
given in Table 2, are in good agreement with literature
data.5,15-20 Very good reproducibility of the reduction kinetics
can be achieved via continuous cycling of the applied potential
into the oxide formation region. It brings an additional benefit
of permitting the assessment and maintenance of the desired
quality of the electrode surface in the presence of the electro-
active species.

As shown in Figure 1 the reduction kinetics of [Co(NH3)6]3+

ion with 0.0093 M HClO4 as supporting electrolyte depends
on the crystallographic orientation of the gold. The peak
potentials (Ep) are shifted toward more positive values as the
substrate is changed from Au(210) to Au(110), Au(100), and
Au(111). The decrease of the reduction peak currents (ip) also
indicates changes in the experimental transfer coefficients (Rex)
which correlate with the differences in the potential of zero
charge. Reduction of 5× 10-4 M [Co(NH3)6]3+ was also
measured in 0.0372 and 0.093 M HClO4 electrolyte under the
same conditions as in Figure 1.

From the cyclic voltammetric data the rate constants were
extracted assuming a totally irreversible reduction process using
the expression

where I(t) is the semiintegral ofi(t) and Do is the diffusion
coefficient of the [Co(NH3)6]3+ ion. Semiintegration was carried
out as described in the literature.21-23 The diffusion coefficients
were based on literature data.24,25After corrections for the ionic
strength used in our experiments,26 values ofDo equal to 8.57
× 10-6, 8.16× 10-6, and 7.76× 10-6 cm2 s-1 for [Co(NH3)6]3+

ion were obtained in 0.0093, 0.0372, and 0.093 M HClO4

solutions, respectively. Figure 2 shows a typical cyclic volta-
mmogram and the corresponding semiintegral of the reduction
current. The quality of the experimental data is exceptionally
good allowing an analysis that does not require any prior
knowledge of the dependence of the rate constant on electrode
potential.

Figure 3 shows the logarithm of the forward rate constants
as a function of applied potential for [Co(NH3)6]3+ reduction
obtained from the data in Figure 1. The rate constants at any
chosen potential depend on the crystallographic orientation of
the gold electrode. For example, at a constant potential of-0.1
V against the CE0.05 reference electrode, the values ofkf are
1.3× 10-2, 2.1× 10-3, 3.7× 10-4, and 9.5× 10-6 cm s-1 for
Au(111), Au(100), Au(110), and Au(210) electrodes. This means
that the electron-transfer to [Co(NH3)6]3+ ion is fastest on Au-
(111) and slowest on Au(210) electrode at fixed electrode
potential.

The experimental transfer coefficients (Rex) can be obtained
from the data in Figure 3, since

wheref ) F/RT (38.92 V-1 at t ) 25 °C). The logarithms of
the rate constants do not deviate from linearity in the case of
Au(210) and Au(110) electrodes, slight deviations are observed
around the potential of zero charge for the Au(100) and Au-
(111) electrodes. From the linear parts of the logarithmic plots
in Figure 3 values ofRex equal to 1.74( 0.01, 1.68( 0.01,
1.38( 0.02, and 1.32( 0.05 were obtained for the Au(210),
Au(110), Au(100), and Au(111) electrodes, respectively, indi-
cating that theRex values increase from Au(111) to Au(210).
The same data in Figure 3 can be replotted on the rational
potential scale,φm ) E - Ez, in which case the rate constants
at any given rational potential, sayφm ) 0, increase from Au-
(111) to Au(210), that is, in the opposite order.

Figure 4 compares the logarithmic plots of the double-layer
uncorrected rate constants on the rational potential scale for the
reduction of 5× 10-4 M [Co(NH3)6]3+ ion at three different
concentrations of supporting electrolyte at the Au(210) electrode.
The rate constants for [Co(NH3)6]3+ reduction decrease with
decreasing concentration of the supporting electrolyte. TheRex

values are much larger than 1.0 in each case and increase with
decreasing concentration of the electrolyte. The values of both
Rex and the reduction rate constants, obtained at-0.16 V against
the CE0.05 electrode, are summarized in Table 1. The peak
potentials (Ep) in the CVs shift toward more negative values
with decreasing concentration of the supporting electrolyte,
consistent with the faster kinetics at higher concentrations.
Qualitatively similar trends in the dependence ofkf values on
the concentration of supporting electrolyte are observed for the

Figure 2. Part of the cyclic voltammogram corresponding to the
reduction of 5× 10-4 M [Co(NH3)6]3+ ion in 0.093 M HClO4 at Au-
(210) electrode (full circles) and the semmiintegral of this reduction
current (empty circles). The experimental conditions were the same as
in Figure 1.

Figure 3. Logarithmic plot of the reduction rate constants for 5×
10-4 M [Co(NH3)6]3+ ion in 0.0093 M HClO4 at four single-crystal
gold substrates as a function of the experimental electrode potential.

ln kf ) -ln[I lim - I(t)

i(t) ] + ln Do
1/2 (1)

Rex ) -1
f

d ln kf

dE
(2)
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Au(110) and Au(100) electrodes, but the opposite trend is found
for the Au(111) electrode (see Table 1). This behavior can be
linked to the presence of negative charge densities on the Au-
(111) electrode during the reduction process as opposed to the
positive values found at Au(210), Au(110), and Au(100)
electrodes (see also Figure 1). TheRex values for all four
electrodes are also summarized in Table 1. They were obtained
from the slopes of logarithmic plots such as those in Figure 4.
Only the linear parts of logarithmic plots were used to evaluate
Rex in Table 1. However, it should be stressed that no assumption
was made regarding the form of the electron-transfer kinetics
law in correcting the data for the double-layer effects.

Kinetic data were corrected for the double-layer effects using
the classical Frumkin approach. Capacitance data were obtained
from the charging currents in the double-layer region. Figure 5
shows a set of capacitance curves for the Au(210) electrode
assuming that the minimum on the curves corresponds to zero
charge density on the electrode. The absence of specific
adsorption of the perchlorate ions was assumed in the potential
range of interest.27 The experimental charge densities (σm) were

calculated from these curves by integration and the potential
on the outer Helmholtz plane (φd) was estimated by using the
Gouy-Chapman theory. Figure 6 shows the resultingφd values
for Au(210) on the rational potential scale. Figure 7 shows the
dependence of the charge density at the electrode as a function
of the potential drop across the inner layer. The values ofσm

fall approximately on one curve for all three concentrations of
the supporting electrolyte. This is a strong indication that ionic

TABLE 1: Comparison of the Reduction Kinetics of 5 × 10-4 M [Co(NH 3)6]3+ Cation at Three Different Concentrations of
Supporting Electrolyte on Au(210), Au(110), Au(100), and Au(111) Single-Crystal Electrodes

Rex kf/cm s-1

[HClO4] (210) (110) (100) (111) (210)a (110)a (100)a (111)a

0.0093 1.74( 0.01 1.68( 0.01 1.38( 0.02 1.32( 0.05 2.7× 10-3 2.0× 10-4 1.5× 10-4 7.9× 10-4

0.0372 1.62( 0.01 1.61( 0.01 1.25( 0.02 1.29( 0.05 3.3× 10-3 2.8× 10-4 1.2× 10-4 6.3× 10-4

0.093 1.51( 0.01 1.41( 0.01 1.20( 0.02 1.24( 0.05 4.5× 10-3 3.6× 10-4 1.2× 10-4 5.5× 10-4

a Experimental rate constants obtained at constant, liquid junction corrected, electrode potential for all three electrolyte concentrations. Values
of the potential were chosen for each electrode in the range where no extrapolation ofkf values is necessary, that is, at-0.16 V against the CE0.05

for Au(210), at-0.08 V for Au(110), at-0.04 V for Au(100), and at-0.03 V for Au(111) electrode.

TABLE 2: Summary of Experimental Data from Corrected
Tafel Plots for the Reduction of [Co(NH3)6]3+ Cation at Au
〈hkl〉 Electrodesa

electrode Ez/V ko
f/cm s-1 Ra

Au(111) +0.074 (8.1( 0.1)× 10-7 1.05( 0.05
Au(110) -0.17 0.022( 0.0003 1.05( 0.02
Au(210) -0.246 0.43( 0.01 1.10( 0.01

a The kinetic parameters were obtained from cTps assumingz ) 2.
ko

f is the value of the rate constant at the potential of zero charge (φm

- φd ) 0). The values ofRa and ko
f at the Au(111) electrode were

obtained from the linear parts of corrected Tafel plots.

Figure 4. Plot of the logarithm of the rate constants for the reduction
of 5 × 10-4 M [Co(NH3)6]3+ at the Au(210) electrode at three different
concentrations of perchloric acid: 0.093 M (4), 0.0372 M (O), and
0.0093 M (0) as a function of the rational potentialφm ) E - Ez.

Figure 5. Capacitance curves obtained from the cyclic voltammograms
at the Au(210) substrate at a scan rate of 100 mV s-1, t ) 25 °C, and
for the three different concentrations of perchloric acid: 0.093 M (4),
0.0372 M (O), and 0.0093 M (0).

Figure 6. Diffuse-layer potentialφd as a function of the rational
potentialφm for three concentrations of perchloric acid: 0.093 M (4),
0.0372 M (O), and 0.0093 M (0). The data represented by symbols
are based on Figure 5 and the lines correspond toφd values corrected
for the presence of the reactant and product of chargez ) 2 in the
diffuse layer.
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specific adsorption is absent at the Au(210) electrode over the
range of charge densities studied.

Since the formation of ion pairs between the [Co(NH3)6]3+

cation and the perchlorate anion cannot be excluded,28 both z
) 3+ andz) 2+ were assumed to be the charge on the reactant
in analysis of the experimental data.

The reduction of [Co(NH3)6]3+ ion at the Au(210) electrode
proceeds at potentials sufficiently far fromEz, so that the
presence of the reactant and the product in the double layer
was included in the calculation ofφd (see full lines in Figure
7). The values ofφd in Figure 7 reflect the case where the
predominant form of the reactant in the double-layer has a
chargez ) 2+. φd values in the presence of reactants and
products were obtained by solving the equation29

numerically.σm is the charge density on the metal,Φ ) exp-
(-fφd), cs is the concentration of the supporting electrolyte,cd

is the concentration of the reactant, andθ2 ) 2RTεsεo, whereεs

is the relative permittivity of the solvent andεo is the permittivity
of free space. In case of the Au(210) electrode the difference
betweenφd values corrected for the presence of reactants and
products of charge 2+ and φd values obtained for pure
supporting electrolyte is not very large, a slightly bigger
difference being obtained for the Au(111) electrode, which is
negatively charged during the reduction process.

In a crude way, Figure 7 illustrates that the decrease of the
[Co(NH3)6]3+ reduction rate upon decrease in the concentration
of supporting electrolyte at the Au(210) electrode (see Table
1) can be associated with an increase in the diffuse layer
potential at the OHP.φd has a positive value in the potential
range of interest and the reduction of an approaching reductant,
carrying a high positive charge, is slowed as a response to the
increasingly positive potential at the outer Helmholtz plane. This
type of double-layer effect most likely falls into the category
of type II,2 since a positively charged reactant is being reduced
in the environment of the negatively charged perchlorate
counterions. Under these circumstances the resulting ion-ion
interactions should be attractive. The reduction of [Co(NH3)6]3+

ion at the Au(110) and Au(100) electrodes also falls in the same
category. On the other hand, [Co(NH3)6]3+ ion is reduced at
the Au(111) electrode at negative charge densities and the

reacting cation is surrounded in the vicinity of the OHP by
cations. This corresponds to a type I double-layer effect.2

Finally, the corrected Tafel plots (cTps) for Au(210) electrode
are shown in Figure 8. These plots represent the corrections
for the double-layer effects assuming that the reactants are point
charges ofz ) 3+ (see Figure 8a) andz ) 2+ (see Figure 8b)
that are being reduced at the OHP. It is obvious from Figure 8
that the double-layer effects are quantitatively accounted for
only if one assumes that the reacting species at the Au(210)
electrode have predominantly a chargez ) 2+. The corrected
reduction rates in Figure 8b show a linear dependence on the
potential drop across the inner layer, which can be expressed
as

wherez ) 2, Ra is the apparent transfer coefficient, andko
f is

the reaction rate when both theφm andφd values are equal to
zero. Based on this equation, the value ofRa is found to be 1.1
( 0.01. The same method of data analysis was used for Au-
(110), Au(100), and Au(111) electrodes. TheRa values as well
as ko

f values for three of these electrodes, namely, Au(210),
Au(110), and Au(111), are summarized in Table 2.

Significant difficulties were encountered with the analysis
of the Au(100) data and this electrode was excluded for now
from the quantitative treatment of the double-layer effects. This
decision stems from the fact that sufficiently accurate capaci-
tance data could not be obtained. As known from the
literature,19,20,30-32 surface reconstruction can be induced elec-
trochemically at both Au(100) and Au(111) surfaces. However,
the differences between theEz values of reconstructed and
unreconstructed surfaces are more than 100 mV larger for the
Au(100) than for the Au(111) electrode. An additional com-
plication arises due to the redox properties of the [Co(NH3)6]3+

ion at the Au(100) electrode. The reduction of [Co(NH3)6]3+

ion takes place around the potential of zero charge, where large
errors in the estimate of the electrode charge density by
integration are inevitable.

The double-layer corrected rate constants for the reduction
of [Co(NH3)6]3+ ion at the Au(210), Au(110), and Au(111)
electrodes are shown in Figure 9 on theE - φd scale. The
corrected Tafel plots for Au(111) are not linear, irrespective of
the assumed value of the charge on the reactant. The double-
layer effects at the Au(111) electrode are expected to be
complex, because the electrode is negatively charged and both
the species withz) 2+ as well asz) 3+ can be simultaneously
reduced. Furthermore, the distribution of these ions at the
electrode/electrolyte interface is expected to change with
electrode potential. In addition, the presence of some recon-
structed Au(111)(hex) surface cannot be completely excluded.
However, we have tried to eliminate the presence of the
reconstructed surface by subjecting the electrode to potentials
positive enough to ensure that the reconstruction is lifted (see
Figure 1). In Figure 9 the corrected kinetic data were obtained
assuming thatz equals 2+ in the entire potential range. Since
any correction of the experimental data entails large errors in
the vicinity of theEz, the corrected rate constants for theφm -
φd values further fromφm ) E - Ez ) 0 should give more
reliable numerical results. Based on this assumption,Ra was
found to be 1.05( 0.05 for Au(111) in the region where the
corrected Tafel plots overlap and approach linearity (see Figure
9). A straight line through these points gave a value ofko

f )
(8.1 ( 0.1) ×10-7 cm s-1 at φm - φd ) 0. Table 2 gives a
summary ofRa andko

f values based on cTps for the Au(210),
Au(110), and Au(111) electrodes.

Figure 7. Charge density on the metal as a function of the potential
drop across the inner layer for three concentrations of perchloric acid:
0.093 M (4), 0.0372 M (O), and 0.0093 M (0).

σm
2/θ2 ) csΦ + cdΦ

2 + (cs + 2cd)/Φ - 2cs - 3cd (3)

ln kf + zfφd ) ln ko
f - Raf(φ

m - φ
d) (4)
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The data presented in Figure 9 suggest that the properly
corrected reduction kinetics of [Co(NH3)6]3+ ion depend on the
crystallographic orientation of the gold substrate only through
the differences in their potentials of zero charge. All three cTps
are expected to have the same value of the rate constant at the
formal/standard potential of the [Co(NH3)6]3+/2+ reaction, which
is confirmed in Figure 9 within the uncertainty limits of the
kinetic parameters obtained. Additionally, values of the corrected
rate constants at any chosen potentialE - φd are the same for
all three electrodes within the uncertainty limit of the corrected
kinetic data. For example, a value of (1.0( 0.2) ×10-3 was
found atE - φd ) -0.1 V. This behavior is that expected for
an outer-sphere adiabatic electron-transfer process. Unfortu-
nately, due to the chemical irreversibility of the Co(NH3)6

3+/2+

process, the formal potential for this couple could not be
determined. Thus, it was not possible to assess the present results
on a potential scale related to the overpotential.

Figure 10 shows a semilogarithmic plot of the rate constant
ko

f at φm equal to zero (φd equal to zero as well) as a function
of the potential of zero charge for all four electrodes. The rate

constantko
f at Au(100) electrode obtained at the experimental

value of Ez is also included. The dependence in Figure 10 is
linear with a slope of-42.8 V-1 giving a value ofRa equal to
1.1.

Discussion

In this study, extremely large values ofRa have been obtained
for the double-layer corrected reduction of the [Co(NH3)6]3+

ion at all three gold substrates. This result is qualitatively the
same as earlier observations at mercury3,12,29and gold.3,33 The
difference between the apparent transfer coefficient and an
assumed true transfer coefficient of 0.5 was explained for the
mercury electrode29,34 by locating the reaction site in the inner
layer. The relationship2,35 between these quantities is

whereR is the true transfer coefficient andλ a fraction giving
the portion of the potential drop across the inner layer,φm -
φd, which is added toφd to giveφr, the potential at the reaction

Figure 8. Corrected Tafel plots for the reduction of 5× 10-4 M [Co(NH3)6]3+ ion at the Au(210) electrode at three concentrations of perchloric
acid: 0.093 M (4), 0.0372 M (O), and 0.0093 M (0) as a function of the potential drop across the inner layer. The charge on the reactant is
assumed to be+3 (a) or+2 (b).

Figure 9. Corrected Tafel plots for the reduction of 5× 10-4 M [Co-
(NH3)6]3+ ion at Au(210), Au(110), and Au(111) electrodes at three
concentrations of the supporting electrolyte plotted on theE - φd scale.

Figure 10. Semilogarithmic plot of the rate constantsko
f (at φm ) φd

) 0) for the reduction of [Co(NH3)6]3+ ion at four single-crystal gold
electrodes as a function of the potential of zero charge of the electrode.

Ra ) R - λ(R - z) (5)
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site. For the present results withRa equal to 1.1, the corre-
sponding value ofλ is 0.4 whenR is assumed to be 0.5. This
would mean that the charge center of the reactant is well inside
of the OHP at a position where it experiences 40% of the inner
layer potential drop. However, this situation is not possible on
purely geometric grounds (see Figure 11). Assuming that the
electrode is covered by a monolayer of water molecules with
an approximate diameter of 290 pm36,37 and that the position
of the OHP is determined by a perchlorate ion with a diameter
of 452 pm, the thickness of the inner layer is approximately
486 pm. Assuming that the diameter of the [Co(NH3)6]3+

complex is 598 pm38,39its cobalt atom should be located outside
of the OHP at a distance of 565 pm from the geometrical
interface. The chief approximation involved in developing this
model of the area surrounding the reaction site is the assumption
that all molecules and ions can be represented as hard spheres.
This approach should not result in qualitative errors in the
description of the double-layer effects.

For an alternative explanation of the high apparent transfer
coefficients we adopted an approach outlined recently by
Tsirlina et al.40-42 They calculated the distribution of charge
within a reactant using quantum mechanics and used it to obtain
an improved estimate of the electrostatic energy of the reactant
at the reaction site. To a first approximation, the reactant and
product can be treated as a set of point charges at the different
distances from the electrode surface. The work done (in
dimensionless units) to bring the reactant to the reaction site is
then

where φi is the average potential at locationi, zi is the
corresponding point charge, and the sum includes all point

charges so that

zr being the charge on the reactant. The corresponding expres-
sions for the product are

where the charge on the product species is

The expression for the forward rate constant can now be
written as

The experimental transfer coefficient is given by

Assuming thatR is equal to 0.5, the second term on the right-
hand side gives a large positive contribution to the experimen-
tally observed transfer coefficientRex. This contribution depends
on the nature of the gold substrate and electrolyte concentration
but is approximately independent of potential over the potential
region studied. This suggests that a simple way of writing eq 9
is

wherewa is the average work of transporting the reactant and
product to the reaction site defined as

Thus, the expression forRex can also be simplified to

According to the classical Frumkin approach, the observed
rate constant is corrected for the double-layer effect assuming
that the reactant is a point charge and that the reaction site is at
the OHP. The corresponding corrected Tafel plot (cTp) is

The slope of the corrected Tafel plot gives the apparent
transfer coefficientRa which is

The second term on the right-hand side of eq 15, which gives
the classical double-layer effect, corresponds to a negative
contribution toRa. The third term, which is part of the true
double-layer effect, corresponds to a much larger positive

Figure 11. Simplified representation of the electrode/electrolyte
interface at positive charge densities in the presence of [Co(NH3)6]3+

reactant in the double-layer.

wr ) ∑
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zifφ
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contribution toRa and can be obtained only through detailed
knowledge of the distribution of charges within the reactant and
product. Since the dependence ofwa onφm cannot be calculated
at this time, only a rough estimate ofRa through the parameter
λ is shown below.

It is assumed that the electronic charge 3+ is equally
distributed among the six NH3 groups of [Co(NH3)6]3+, that is,
+0.5 on each ammino group. This assumption is not unreason-
able, since similar values were found by Iwata43 using an X-ray
analysis of [Co(NH3)6] [Co(CN)6] crystals. The [Co(NH3)6]3+

ion is assumed to be separated from the electrode surface by a
layer of interfacial water molecules and the center of the ClO4

-

counterion defines the OHP atxd ≈ 486 pm. The ratio∑zifφi/
zfφd was calculated for [Co(NH3)6]3+ reduction at the Au(210)
electrode in 0.093 M HClO4 (at σm ) 3.3 µC cm-2) for three
arrangements of the [Co(NH3)6]3+ octahedron in the double-
layer (apex, edge, and wall) and compared with the ratioφr/φd

≈ 1.35 which is expected forλ equal to 0.4. An apex
arrangement corresponding to one NH3 group in the immediate
vicinity of the water layer and four in the plane of the cobalt
atom, about 80 pm away from the OHP, gave the closest
agreement with the desiredφr/φd value.

The reduction of [Co(NH3)6]3+ ion is a very interesting system
which gives exceptionally large double-layer effects at gold
electrodes. For example, on mercury these effects are smaller
in magnitude.3,25 Contrary to the case with the mercury
electrode, the double-layer effects cannot be explained with the
simple assumption that the reactant is a point charge. The high
values ofRa can be rationalized for this system assuming a
distribution of charges within the [Co(NH3)6]3+ ion. The present
data are consistent with a picture of the double-layer in which
the central cobalt atom is located just outside the OHP and forms
an associate with the perchlorate ion during the transport process
through the double-layer. Since ion pairing makes a quantitative
analysis of the double-layer effects more complicated, the less
positively charged [Co(NH3)5F]2+ system is currently being
investigated at the same gold electrodes. This ion can also serve
as an interesting system with respect to the effects of charge
distribution in the reactant, since the charge in the [Co-
(NH3)5F]2+ ion is not symmetrically distributed.

Finally, the corrected Tafel plots indicate that the reduction
of the [Co(NH3)6]3+ ion depends on the crystallographic
orientation of the gold substrate only through the differences
in the potentials of zero charge. This behavior is consistent with
the assumption that the reduction of [Co(NH3)6]3+ ion is an
adiabatic process.
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